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EDITORIAL

Letter from the edge
between two great years

T

he year that just ended brought some good news for the independent
lutherie.
First of all we witnessed a growing interest in handmade instruments,

driven by the safe strategy of the big brands (they stick to the models that gave
them financial success during the last 6 decades), and by the unquenchable creativity of makers that work “old school style”—from the design, all the way up to
the post-sale service.
Second, it seems to me that that right now there are more independent luthiers
than ever, or at least there is a perception that there are, with the digital world
allowing us to search and find each other in much better ways than before. Granted, that means more competition, but it can also mean more cooperation.
And it’s in that department where the exciting news are. Several new initiatives in
Europe seek to establish spaces for luthiers to showcase their work: The International Guitar Fair, to be held in Málaga in September; the Copenhaguen Guitar
Show, celebrating its 10th edition next October, and the debut of the Holy Grail
Guitar Show, programmed for November, 2014, in Berlin, where visitors will have
the chance to admire the highest end of today’s European guitar making (read
more about them in the coming pages).
So, I invite you, dear reader to check out their websites and join these initiatives,
either as an exhibitor, sponsor, or visitor. If you live in the U.S, these events might
be the perfect excuse to visit the Old Continent.
Have a fantastic 2014! May it bring as many nice trends as the year that just went
by.
Leo Lospennato is luthier,
author of books on lutherie
and editor of SUSTAIN
Magazine. He lives in Berlin,
Germany.
Visit www.lospennato.com
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LETTERS

Why Do
Wood Providers
Sell Ebony at all?

Q:

I try to be as environmentally
conscientious as I can. The
commercial offer of wood for
musical instruments includes species we
know are endangered (like ebony fretboards). Why is this so? How can I make
sure that the wood I am using is ecofriendly?
- David Logeman (Kansas City, Missouri)

A:

There are two main environmental considerations to be made regarding the wood we use: 1) Species 2) Origin.
Ebony, Brazilian Rosewood, etc. are examples of endangered species. But ebony, for example, is not just one species—it’s 125. Some
of them are indeed endangered, and some are
not. So how do you know which ones to use,
and which ones to avoid? The key is the origin
of the wood, the source.
Use woods coming from certified providers
only, so you know for sure that the wood is
doubly safe: it comes from non-endangered
species, and it comes from well managed forests. How to know if the provider sells certified
woods? Check their websites for the certification, or ask them about it before placing your
order. In case of doubt, check the website of
the Forest Stewardship Council, http://www.
fsc.org.
Certification is key. The use of FSC certified
woods has become an important advantage
for independent luthiers, as opposed to big
companies that in pursue for profit completely
disregard environmental issues, sometimes to
the point of breaking the law (you find more

on this in the article on the EGB, page 22:
“Gibson admits buying illegal wood”: http://bit.
ly/1dwRwUE).
Food for thought: It is calculated that the average house receives 41 pounds (about 17 kilos) of paper on the mail, in the form of letters,
bank statements, spam, phonebooks, advertising, etc. (check http://www.41pounds.org).
But not every household produces 17 kilos of
guitars per year. That means: our environmental impact can be measured in more than
one front. Here at SUSTAIN we made sure that
the company that prints this magazine uses
FSC certified paper; additionally, we are now
promoting the digital version of the magazine
over the printed one.

This issue’s cover
A beautiful and strange instrument called Trikanta,
designed and built by Italian luthier Michele
Benincaso. It has three necks (hence the name) and
a distinctive Indian sound. More info in the interview
on page 30.
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NEWS

Making it harder
for thieves

G

earTrack is a resource for luthiers,
musicians, and owners of musical instruments that lets the world know when a
piece of gear (a guitar, violin or any other kind
of instrument) has been stolen.
The site is free to use and search, and it not
only provides an alert system for stolen instruments, but it also offers organizational tools
for musicians via a lasting searchable database including serial numbers and photos.
Having already recovered stolen instruments,
GearTrack aims to be a reference for instrument dealers, buyers, enthusiasts, and law enforcement. The website works as an exchange
and communication platform, and makes use

6

of their fast growing social networks‘ presence
in order to give visibility to stolen gear that
shows up for sale, allowing the user to prove
ownership of the gear via prior registration of
those guitars on their database. An expanding community of engaged members makes
the rest.
Not only stolen instruments can be entered
in the database, but existing inventories, too.
That simplifies tracking their physical location, insurance status (for gigs, travel, etc.),
and even helps promoting your products by
means of their presence on a platform used
by a rapidly growing community taking part
in the platform. And all this can be done from
any device with Internet access. Visit http://
www.gear-track.com.
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An
ergonomic
chair
designed
for
musicians

S

outh African luthier and designer
Murray Kuun creates some great instruments: acoustic, electric and jazz guitars; violins, and many more. But his other
love —a little bit à la Antonio de Torres— is
furniture making.
It was only a matter of time until both passions produced a design in common. That design is ‘Musici’, an ergonomic chair for musicians, fresh off the design phase.
The seat has a trapezoidal shape, which allows users to optimally place their legs and
the instrument, with a significant improvement in comfort, compared to a traditional
chair.
Additionally, the chair is subtly angled towards the front, so the body of the player will
naturally lean towards the instrument, easing the reach of the arms around it.
The shape of the padded back allows for ample movement, offering support without being
obtrusive.

Its interesting visual appeal and futuristic
lines complete an object in which function
and form harmonize perfectly. More info on
http://www.designsunlimited.co.za.

Show us your gear
These ar ticles are
not pa id adver tising
.
Here we prov ide inf
ormation about interesting new produc
ts and technologies
for ma kers of music
al instruments, at no
cost for the produc
ers. Share the news
about your ow n pr
oducts! Specs, pr ice
,
availabilit y, pictures
(please ma ke sure
you ow n the reprod
uction rights) and
any other informati
on of interest. Wr ite
us an email: hello @F
ellowLuthiers.com
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TECHNOLOGIES

OPTICAL
AND PHOTONIC
PICKUPS
Guitar and bass pickup
technology based on light
hit the market, providing an
alternative to traditional,
magnetic pickups
BY CEM ÖCEK
8

W

e all know the two most
used ways of amplifying
the subtle vibration of the
strings of an electric instrument: 1) magnetic pickups, which capture the
string’s interaction with a magnetic field and
a coil, and 2) piezo-electric pickups which
convert the physical pressure and vibrations
to an electric signal. But there is yet another
way to detect and convert vibrations into electric signals: using light.
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A bit of history
Though you may think this method is something futuristic, the technology for using
light-based sensors to capture string vibrations in a musical instrument is actually very
old. The first optical pickup was patented in
1973 by Ron Hoag, but he’d shown his prototype guitar with optical pickup much earlier,
in 1969, at the Chicago summer NAMM. Ron
built several guitars using optical pickups in
the 1970’s including one prototype equipped
with a MIDI converter.

Working principle
Optical pickups work by sensing the interruption of a light beam by a vibrating string.
Fig. 1. Ron Hoag playing one of his id-’70s bass
prototype with optical pickups designed and built by
himself (YouTube video: http://bit.ly/1mc0fD6).

Fig. 2. Ron Hoag’s The MIDI K-Max Guitar.

Usually the light is produced by an infrared
LED and the detector is a photodiode or phototransistor. Individual LEDs, or other light
sources, are located under each string and
detectors are located above each string as
seen in Fig. 3 (in next page).
Each string has one light source and one
light detector. The reason the detectors are
put above the strings (instead of under them)
is to avoid ambient light or bright stage lights
interfering with the detectors. Also, again to
avoid interference from surrounding lights,
the pickup’s light sources and the detectors
are usually put inside the bridge structure.
The strings vibrate causing alternating moments of light and shade on the detectors. Different levels of light and shade causes different
electric signals to be generated by the detectors. Then, an electronic circuit processes the
electric signal and sends it to the jack output.
The signal is always analog and standard am9
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Fig. 3. Optical Pickup side view

plifiers and effect units can be used with the
output of optical pickups.
Optical pickups offer some clear advantages. Thanks to the speed of light they have
extraordinary tracking response and a wider
frequency range. Also, they work with any
kind of strings, made from different materials—unlike magnetic pickups which only
work with ferromagnetic strings. They can
be used in musical instruments which don’t

have ferromagnetic strings, such as classical
guitars and even violins. It can also be said
that optical pickups are the most transparent
pickups to capture the vibration since, unlike
with standard pickups, the strings are not
dampened by the magnet’s pull. Furthermore,
they don’t interfere with the surrounding electromagnetic fields and so they don’t produce
hums or buzzes. This is an amazing advantage when you want to record music, since
you can play at any volume without hearing
(Continues in page 12)
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Pioneering
a new
technology

C

hristopher Willcox is the founder and CEO of
Willcox Guitars, the company that leads the
path of the optical pickups technology. He tells

its story: “Several months ago, I formed a division of LightWave Systems called Willcox Guitars. LightWave remains
as the parent company, concerned with the development
and applications of our optical pickup systems, while Willcox Guitars manufactures the finished instruments.”
The company offers two models, the Atlantis and the
Saber (both featured in the pictures shown in the main
article), instruments that were designed by Chris and of
course equipped with LightWave pickups.
The NAMM Show 2014 (http://www.namm.org/thenammshow/2014 —starts January 23 in Anaheim, California) will be the perfect occasion to present the latest

modelers, MIDI applications, or a fan-out box”, Chris
explains.
It seems amazing that almost 80 years went by since
the invention of the magnetic pickup. And after all this

models of the line, christened Saber HexFX and

time the emergence of new technologies is nothing but

Atlantis HexFX. “These instruments, in addi-

natural. But light, ethereal as it is, generates a signal that

tion to the usual 1/4 in. (6.3mm) jack, feature

travels from instrument to the amplifier with extremely

a 13-pin output that follows the GK protocol,

low noise. This technology might very well make hum and

with both outputs for the individual strings and

buzz a thing of the past. However, for those who want

a summed output. This allows the guitar and

the best of both worlds, Willcox produces models that

the bass to be connected to synthesizers, sound

combine optical and magnetic pickups.
The principle behind this technology is simple, and follows the first modality explained in the main article. “An
infrared emitter casts a shadow of the string onto an array
of photo detectors that modulate an analog signal. An
onboard preamp and the tone controls do the rest.”—Chris
says. The most salient characteristic of this process is that
the signal comes from a totally undisturbed string, unlike
in the case of a magnetic pickup; in these, the magnets
exert a pull on the strings, and consequently on their
vibration. Sadly for us luthiers, this technology is only
available in Willcox instruments, not sold separately for
retrofitting.
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(Continues from page 10)

unwanted background noise. They also capture more lower and higher harmonics than
standard pickups and reproduce each string’s
natural harmonic content. In general, there is
more sustain because the string’s kinetic energy is not interfered by any magnets. PLus,
fingerboard length is not limited to the pickup
positions since the optical pickup is usually
placed in the bridge, meaning you can have
more frets to play. For instance, the Hoag KMAX-25 guitar extends the number of frets to
36.

Potential setbacks
The only disadvantage is that they need active circuitry onboard to process the signals
- so they always need batteries. Also, if the design of the pickup is not perfect, the detectors
might capture the surrounding lights which
can cause some distortion on the sound.
Currently, the only commercially available
guitars using optical pickups are made by
Lightwave Systems (see previous page). They
began producing their guitars in the late
2000s. Currently the company makes the
Saber bass and the Atlantis Electro-Acoustic
guitar models with optical pickups, shown in
the pictures on this article.

Photonic Pickups
The other way of detecting vibrations is to use
the fiber-optics and laser technology developed
in Canada by Dagmar Guitars with the help
of Queen’s University. The system is called the
‘Photonic pickup system’. They inserted 7 fiber
optic cables approximately the size of a human hair spliced into the wood fibers on the
underside of the acoustic guitar top plate before varnishing. Laser light is sent through the
fiber optics at a certain frequency. Near one of
their ends, the fiber optics segments have a
strain sensor (called a ‘Fiber Bragg Grating’),
which reflects a particular wavelength. When
12
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This page and opposing
one: the Saber
bass, equipped with
LightWave optical
pickups.

might be laser intensity noise coming from
the fiber optic cables themselves.

the guitar’s top vibrates, the fiber optics vibrate along. So the reflection of the laser beam
in the fiber optics comes back with a different
intensity. The light sensor can therefore detect
the amplitude of vibration based on the perceived intensity of light reflected. Again with
the help of a circuitry, the output signal is
sent to output jack. All audible and inaudible
frequencies are captured and converted into
electric signals. Dagmar Guitars are currently putting photonic pickups in their acoustic
model called “Vicky”.

Although the light based pickup technologies
offer really promising sonic capabilities and
advantages over the traditional pickup systems, it is interesting to note that nevertheless
they are not very known or used by builders,
which I attribute to the cost of R&D work, especially on the circuitry needed to convert the
vibration into the meaningful and beautiful
voice of a musical instrument.
Additional information

http://lightwave-systems.com
http://willcoxguitars.com
http://www.dagmarcustomguitars.com

The biggest advantage of this system is the
size and weight of fiber optics. The cables
weigh only micrograms. Photonic pickups do
not produce any interference from electromagnetic fields or ambient light. They track the
vibration of the instrument body rather than
the vibration of the strings. The only problem
13
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ELECTRONICS

NO

Fig. 1: Humbucker
with Stratocaster
pickup size: Fender
“Noiseless”

MORE

INTERFERENCE
Cracking noises, hum,
feedback... all are enemies
of good tone. This article
explains their causes and
lists the best tricks
to eliminate them
BY HELMUTH LEMME
14

W

e all are entitled to uphold some
strange opinions, ones that go
against what most people believe.
My personal strange opinion is this: an electric guitar or bass has to be absolutely
quiet when it is not played. But in reality,
most of them produce unwanted noise all
the time. This is annoying not only on stage;
it is even more so in the studio where it can
disturb recording.
But it does not have to be so. First we have
to understand what kind of disturbances
can happen in practice. There are several

May 2013 

different ones. Each of them requires specific approaches in order to get eliminated.
Let’s review them.

1. Magnetic Fields
The most common interference sources are
alternating magnetic fields. They are produced by transformers present in amplifiers
and other electronic devices, as well by the
chokes of fluorescent lamps. Their fundamental frequency is 50 Hz in Europe, 60 Hz
in America, accompanied by a lot of harmonics. If they pass through a single-coil pickup,
they induce an AC voltage in the coil which
sounds as the hum we hear though the amp.
The strength of the hum depends on the distance from the amp and on the direction of
the pickup axis with respect to the field lines.
In a certain direction it is at maximum, perpendicular to this direction it is zero.
The simplest way of avoiding is to stay
well away from the source of those magnetic fields. On stage this is usually possible, in the studio not always. Humbuckers,
of course, succesfully tackle this problem.
They contain two coils which work in phase
for the tone signal but out of phase for the
hum, so the hum is eliminated. There are a
lot of humbuckers that have the same dimensions of standard single coils. The best ones
practically have the same sound. For Stratocaster, Telecaster, or Jazz Bass there are
many “noiseless” ones on the market (Fig.
1, on opposing page; note that it looks like a
single coil but it has indeed two coils). Other
popular single coils models also have humfree alternatives now, such as the “P90” and
“P94” models by Schaller (Fig. 2), brand new
on the market.

quencies: electric railways and tramways, a
not unlikely situation here in Europe. The
German railway uses AC with a frequency of
16.67 Hz. Against common belief, this deep
frequency can indeed be heard by the human ear; it has a lot of overtones in the audible range which can be heard as a clattering
noise—very annoying. Trams in Germany
use 600 Volts DC (direct current) which is
made of a rectified three-phases AC (alternate current), so it is overlayed by a 300 Hz
AC component. I know it for a fact, since my
home is very near to a high speed train line.
No matter whether the train passes directly
by or far away, the current always flows on
the overhead cable. The Freies Musikzentrum
in Munich, the music school where I hold my
seminars on guitar electronics, is situated in
a street with a tram, too. The 300 Hz tone
with a lot of overtones at 600 Hz and higher
can be heard through all single coil pickups.
In both cases it is impossible to keep a longer distance. Only humbuckers help in such
cases.

Fig. 2: No more hum: Schaller “S94”

There are some other sources of alternating
magnetic fields which produce different fre15
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2. Electric Fields
This is physically a different phenomenon
but is is annoying as well. Here the source
are the electric cables present in all buildings, as well as fluorescent lamps (not the
choke but the lamp itself). The field consists
not only of the fundamental frequency of 50
or 60 Hz but of many overtones and spikes,
especially if a light dimmer is in use. The
electric alternating field is coupled capacitively into all electric parts of the guitar or
bass: pickups, pots, switches, and cables. In
this case, the strength of the hum does not
depend on the direction of the instrument.
The best weapon we have against this kind
of interference is using a good shielding. Fig.
3 (on the right) shows a cheap, unshielded
Stratocaster body—a certain source of noise
troubles.
A common method for
shielding the cavities of
guitars and basses is to
use black conductive paint.
This is very cheap but not
very effective; the paint contains carbon powder which
has a relatively high electric resistance, so it is not
that conductive after all—at
least not compared with the
least resistant copper-containing paints. In any case,
both have to be applied on
in several layers, since only
one layer will not suffice. A
layer must be totally dry before the next one is applied.
Some exclusive guitar manufacturers use silver-containing paint which shields
very well: Fig. 4 (on the
right) shows the inside of an
Alembic bass silver shielded.
16

Fig. 3: you get what
you pay for—a
cheap strat copy, no
shielding at all.

Fig. 4: Shielding with silver
paint inside an Alembic
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Fig. 5: Shielding with copper foil, later installed in an
Aria bass (all photos in this article by H. Lemme).

But metal foil is superior by far. Copper
tape (Fig. 5, on the left) is the best option;
it can be soldered easily, but it is relatively
expensive. Aluminum has the same good
shielding effect and is cheap, but it cannot
be soldered. It can only be contacted by the
pots and switches in order to put the shielding to electrical ground level. It is fundamental that all kinds of shieldings have good
contact to the ground potential of the guitar
wiring: the cases of the pots and the outer
contact of the jack, otherwise they are useless.
A common problem, easy to avoid: a short
circuit between the “hot” jack contact and
the shielding, in the neighbourhood of the
output jack. Some isolating tape will help.

Fig. 6: Shielded cables and
pots of a Gibson ES345.

17
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with brass sheets, which are connected to the circuit’s ground by
wires. The pickguard is shielded on the inner side by another
metallic sheet (Fig. 9, opposing
page, top). But all these kinds of
shieldings are rather useless as
long as the pickups are still open.
They are much more sensitive to
electric AC fields than the rest of
the controls. Humbuckers will not
help here. The only resource that
works is a metal shielding around
the coils, connected to ground—a
pickup cover. The Gibson humbucker was the first pickup with
complete shielding.

Fig. 7: Metal cover over
the pots in a Les Paul.

In the case of arch-top and semiacoustic
guitars it is not possible to shield the inside.
Here all wires have to be shielded, instead
(see in Fig. 6, below). Here even the pots have
shielding cases around. This is not absolutely necessary, though, as the pot contacts are
not very sensitive to interference; grounding
the pot itself will suffice. Furthermore, it is
an extremely tricky job to
install these shielded pots
into the guitar again.

Granted, the metal cover has some disadvantages, too. First, it attenuates the treble
frequencies. It dampens the resonance of the
pickup because of eddy currents (which are
spureous electric currents induced within
conductors by any changing magnetic fields

Gibson Les Pauls have an
inner metal cover inside
the cavity (Fig. 7, above)
and a metal plate in which
the pots are mounted. This
works well, so that a shielding of the walls of the cavity
is not necessary.
Pickup covers:
Fig. 8 (on the right) shows
an opened Fender Jazzmaster. The bottom of the
cavity has been covered
18

Fig. 8: Fender Jazzmaster with its cavities covered with brass sheets.
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of copper, zinc, and nickel). And of course, a
thick cover dampens more than a thin one.
In Fig. 10 (below) shows a Gretsch pickup
made in China. It has a brass cover of 1 mm
thickness (which is a lot!) and it dampens
the treble so extremely that the sound is totally dull. The best solution is implemented

Fig. 9: Fender Jazzmaster pickguard with a metal
sheet underneath - rather useless as the pickups of
this model come totally unshielded.

in the vicinity) acting like a short-circuit
winding on a transformer. Many musicians
say that they prefer the sound without cover, so most replecement humbuckers do not
have one.
The amount of damping caused by the cover
depends on its material and on its thickness.
Brass (an alloy of copper and zinc) dampens
more than the so called German silver (alloy

Fig. 10: Chinese Gretsch pickup of
inferior quality with 1 mm brass cover—
it sounds dull.

Fig. 11. Gretsch
“Filtertron”
humbucker with good
shielding—no treble
loss by eddy currents.

in another Gretsch pickup, the Filtertron
humbucker. It has a H-shaped opening in
the top (Fig. 11, below), so no eddy currents
occur, and the shielding is good nevertheless. Here it does not matter wheather it is of
brass or German silver.
(There is yet another disadvantage to pickup covers: microphony, discussed in section
3, below).
String grounding is the subject of lenghty
discussions. Should the strings of a guitar
or bass be grounded or not? In most instruments that is precisely the case. People say
that this is necessary to prevent hum. The
truth is: When the player touches the strings
his whole body is grounded, acting as a
shield, at least on the rear side of the instrument. So in many cases the hum vanishes or
is attenuated. But this is clearly not a good
method. If an instrument is really perfectly
shielded, like for example the ES345 guitar
19
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on Fig. 6 or the Les Paul of Fig. 7, then it
makes no difference whether the body of the
player is grounded or not, and in this case
string grounding is not necessary. Additionally, a good shielding has also the vital effect of protecting the player against electrical
shocks: if the strings are not grounded, they
cannot act as a path to ground for an electrical discharge coming (for example) from
a faulty microphone touching the lips of the
player, and from there through the rest of
his/her body. If the strings are not grounded
(which is what we recommend), that current
will not be able to circulate—provided that
there are no other paths to ground.
Guitar cables can be sensitive to hum interference. This is the case if the shielding is
not tight. Cheap cables often have a wound
shielding of a few thin wires laid side by side,
only. These cables are very flexible but when
they are bent the shielding often moves and
becomes loose. High quality cables have a
tighter, braided shiedling; they are a bit stiffer but the shielding will conserve its shape.
If the guitar or bass has an active circuit the
cable is less critical. In this case the output impedance is very low, and interference
coming from outside will not do much harm,
even if rather inferior cables are used.

3. Microphony
Pickups are not only sensitive to the string
vibrations but also to airborne sound vibrations. When the amp is set to a high volume
level, acoustic feedback occurs—that horrible squeak that sometimes won’t end even
when the strings are stopped. In most cases
it is caused by the top of the pickup cover
that vibrates and works like the membrane
of a microphone. How can we prevent this?
By using waxed pickups, or by waxing them
ourselves.
20

Fig. 12: Plastic cover
shielded on the
inside, with slots
for preventing eddy

To wax a pickup, follow these steps. In
the case of a Gibson pickup, for example, remove the cover using a strong soldering iron
(in the order of 100 Watts). Close the holes
of the cover from the outside with adhesive
tape. Drive the pole screws inside so that
their heads are below the top of the bobbin. Turn the cover upside down and put the
pickup next to it. Place both under an infrared lamp or a strong incandescent lamp
to heat them up. Put a piece of wax into the
cover (ca. 2 cm³) and wait until it is molten.
Then press the pickup into the cover; be
careful of placing the bobbins as they were
originally, that is, with the screws to the side
of the cover with the holes. Hold the pressure until the wax cools down (you can put
a weight on top). Then strip the tape off, remove the wax from the screws (with some
turpentine, for example) and unscrew them
again so they protrude through the holes as
they were before. Finally, solder the cover on
the baseplate.
A loose coil can be another generator
of microphony. Waxing won’t work here:
the wax will not penetrate totally inside the
winding. For that, the waxing must be done
in a vacuum, a procedure that only well-
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Fig. 13: Aria bass
pickups, shielded on the
outside with coppercontaining paint. They
are later on painted
black again.

equipped manufacturers can afford. A good
alternative is to apply thin superglue (cyan
acrylate) which penetrates well within the
wires of the coils.
There are other tricks to create a wellshielded, non-microphonic pickup. First: remove the metal cover and use a plastic cover
shielded in the inside with adhesive copper
foil. To prevent eddy currents, the foil should
have an H-shape, like the cover of a Gretsch
humbucker (Fig. 12, opposing page).

Some plastic pickup covers cannot be
removed, though (e.g. the bass pickups
shown in Fig. 13 of an old Aria bass) because the covers were tightly glued on.
Here the solution was to spray them on
the outside with copper containing paint.
After complete curing of the paint (three
layers of it) a thin wire was fixed with silver glue. To end, the pickups were sprayed
black. Now they look as they did before.
Electrostatic charge causes cracking
noise when the pickguard is touched. It
can be eliminated by shielding it with
metal foil on the back side, and grounding it.
Cables can be microphonic, too. Inferior quality ones cause a rumbling noise
when they are moved or stepped on. The
underlying physical effect is called “triboelectricity”, which can only be avoided
with the use of active wiring in the instrument. If this is not wanted, the cable must
be replaced by a good one.
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TOGETHER
IS
BETTER
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The newly created
EGB announces the joining
of forces of luthiers on this
side of the Atlantic and
a new guitar show in 2014

BY LEO LOSPENNATO

A

s soon as I entered the press
conference room my first
thought was that I’d never seen
so many luthiers in one place
before. On the top floor of a modern hotel,
near the skies of the German capital, a group
of guitar makers, journalists and musicians
got together to announce and celebrate the
formation of the EGB, the European Guitar
Builders association. It was an opportunity
to make new friends, to admire their instruments, and - for me personally - to put friendly faces on the most important names in contemporary European guitar making.
The EGB is an initiative that arrives at a very
particular moment in international lutherie.
In the words of its secretary, Mikael Springer,
“there has never been as many guitar builders and luthiers out there than today, driven by
passion for the art and love for music, offering
a huge variety of high quality guitars”.
But despite the growing momentum, most
associations, groups or similar organizations
that intended to form a network of guitar
builders remain somewhat limited in geographical reach and in accomplishments,
too. With a few exceptions, trade shows, exhibitions and fairs have come and gone. The
main event continues to be the Frankfurt
Musikmesse, a gathering that has become too
expensive for the small exhibitor, dominated
by the big names in the industry by means
of sheer marketing power, star endorsements,
and the huge square footages of their stands.
As I admired the selection of instruments in
front of me (each attending luthier brought
one), a collection to drool over, my mind went
back to my experiences as an exhibitor in
those immense halls in Frankfurt; beautiful
guitars like the ones I had right there in front
23
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of me —unique expressions of the contemporary European lutherie- were destined to remain hidden gems in an ocean of other stuff,
from mics & chips to amps & drums.
The need for a pan-European event focusing
on handmade-guitars has been evident for a
while now. As EGB president Michael Spalt
said, “[M]oving to Europe from the US, I was
struck by how isolated and fragmented the European scene was, how very different from the
communal spirit present among our colleagues
overseas, despite Europe’s long and varied tradition in the field of guitar building”. And right
he was. Some European countries have their
own organizations of luthiers, more or less
consolidated communities, but to date there is
little international cooperation. The challenge
was to find a way of joining the ideas and enthusiasm of so many talented guitar makers
to produce something on a continental scale.
And the seed of an opportunity was finally
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sown at the 2012 Montreal Guitar Show,
where several luthiers decided to get together
and start walking that road. Spalt met luthiers Juha Ruokangas, Frédéric Pons, Ulrich Teuffel, Andreas Neubauer, and Frank
Deimel, and together they developed the idea
of an association intended to become a European-wide organization of professional independent guitar makers.
Its goal? To preserve and promote this craft
as a living part of the European culture by
sharing knowledge, resources, and experiences. Finally, in May 2013 their efforts became
a reality when the registration of the association was confirmed in Germany, to be called
‘The European Guitar Builders, e.V.’ (EGB),
located in Berlin.
But the nicest surprise was announced a few
minutes later.
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(Pictures on this page
and the opposing one):
The press conference
was a rare opportunity
for exchange between
peers, and for making
contact with some
remarkable builders
and their guitars.

Worlds apart
What is the difference between a guitar handmade by a luthier, and one bought over the
counter in a music shop? There is a world of
difference, evident as soon as you start considering materials, processes, quality, motivation, originality, design or craftsmanship.
And ethics, too. The concerns of most (if not
all) of us working as independent professional
luthiers strongly contrast with the profit centered attitude of mass producers. Depletion of
resources, use of cheap labour, disregard for
the environment, and a throw-away mentality

are all aspects of this issue. A case in point is
the news of U.S. Department of Justice raiding Gibson’s factory to seize shipments of endangered, illegally imported wood (see link at
the end of this article).
And we, the small producers are the first
ones affected by this, on a daily basis. The decreased availability of quality woods, the difficulty of making a living in competition with
multinational corporations producing in low
wage countries... These are issues which concern us greatly, since our work philosophy is
that of respecting our resources and empowering the human aspect of the trade, instead
25
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of exploiting them for the sake of profit margins. All that runs counter to what we stand
for, and ultimately it is not sustainable for
anyone.
From the customers’ point of view there is
also an abyss of difference. And the advantages (if not the marketing to make them more
evident) are on our side. A guitar made by an
automated process, mounted in a production
line, painted together with a thousand identical others in the same batch and loaded in
the back of a truck –a guitar which human
eyes barely were laid on-, hardly compares
with an instrument made in close collaboration between luthier and musician; an instrument that explores new aesthetic, functional
and tonal horizons. A talented luthier strives
to transcend the mere craft in order to reach

the level of art, helping set players and their
music apart, instead of making them look just
like a million others who got the same models
that have been around for 60 years. A quality
handmade instrument is something special,
and deserves a special kind of visibility.
And here’s where the EGB steps up.

The guitars brought by
the assisting luthiers
offered a delightful
anticipation of what
such gathering can
be at a larger scale.
November 2014 (precise
date to be defined) will
be the opportunity for
all European luthiers
to show they unique
creations.
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The Board of Directors answering the questions of the
May 2013 
attending media. From left to right: Frank Deimel (vicetreasurer), Andreas Neubauer (treasurer), Michael Spalt
(president), Juha Ruokangas (vice-president), Ulrich
Teuffel (secretary), and Frédéric Pons (vice-secretary).

Well, they will. Next November, in lovely Berlin, such an event will take place: the Holy
Grail Show. The most beautiful handmade
guitars will be the protagonists of a remarkable exhibition of some of the most top notch
instruments of our times.
Such an event will not only be an enjoyable
occasion for both public and luthiers, but a

The Holy Grail Guitar Show
What if customers, musicians, and lovers of
these wonderful artifacts called guitars were
to find the highest expressions of this activity
from all over the continent, reunited and exhibited in one place?

chance for them to come together, taking their
artistic possibilities to a whole new level. Andreas Neubauer put it in the right words: “We
luthiers have to face the challenges of today’s
fast paced marketing and economic realities,
and make them work for one’s business. This
goal is more easily achieved if we combine our
experience and our knowledge and support
each other”. Berlin-based luthier Frank Deimel agrees. “By being part of this community

And of course, this could
not work without a
team of talented women
making everything run
like well oiled machinery.
Kora Jünger, Emma
Elftorp, and Tania Spalt,
controllers and designers.
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Ulrich Teuffel
examines with
satisfaction a
guitar made by a
colleague.

we focus on our European guitar building roots,
presenting the essence of this great culture in a
show as unique as our guitars are.”

Do you have what it takes?
How can luthiers, musicians, and lovers of
musical instruments support this initiative,
and also benefit from it? Well, as the slogan of
a famous credit card goes, “membership has
its privileges”. If you are a luthier (professional
or otherwise) you can join the fellows from all
across Europe that already take part of the
EGB community.
The typical profile of the EGB member is an
individual builder, or a very small enterprise,
who conduct themselves in the traditional forMusic couldn’t be absent at
such an occasion, of course.
Guitarists Ron Spielman and
Michael Rodach delighted
the attendees by improvising
melodies inspired by the style
of each guitar exhibited at the
press conference.
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mat of personalized handwork, individual attention to the instrument and the customer,
focusing on quality and value. And the instruments you build (meaning the actual making
of the instrument) must be made in Europe,
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This is the presentation
card for a show that
promises to be the
Mecca of the best
guitars in Europe.
The cosmopolitan and
vibrant city of Berlin
will be the perfect
backdrop.

not just assembled from parts ordered from
third parties overseas.
But beware; showing the highest expressions
of the craft demands selectivity. Among the
exhibitors you will definitely not find any big
factory brands, cloned guitars coming from
Eastern countries (“Stratocrapsters” and
“Less Pauls”) nor hobbyists’ instruments. The
Holy Grail Guitar Show will only summon
the creations of those members of the EGB
who have achieved the highest standards of
professionalism and quality in their guitars
and basses. Interestingly enough, the EGB
also welcomes sister organizations, lutherie
schools, designers, suppliers of parts, woods,
writers, and musicians.

EGB vice-president Juha Ruokangas defines
a guitar maker as “a crazy combination of carpenter, musician, electrician, painter, designer,
engineer –and sometimes a bit of a psychologist as well, when dealing with the delicate
minds of the artists”.
Do you feel identified with that description?
Then you will find a second home in a community that may well change the course of
history of contemporary guitar on this side of
the pond. Get on board.
Additional information:
http://www.europeanguitarbuilders.com
EGB contact:
membership@europeanguitarbuilders.com
“Gibson admits buying illegal wood” article:
http://bit.ly/1dwRwUE
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INTERVIEW

ONE
WITH

EVERYTHING
The trikanta, an
unusual and fascinating
instrument that brings
together modern and
traditional lutherie
styles and techniques
AN INTERVIEW WITH
MICHELE BENINCASO

30

T

he concept of unity is central to the Indian philosophy. Loyal to those roots,
this instrument brings together many
opposites in order to create a beautiful whole:
Eastern and Western, antique and modern,
acoustic and electric... everything converges in
a Trikanta.
It all began with an idea by Paolo Tofani, a
renowned Italian guitarist who needed a very
specific instrument capable of expressing his
very particular music. Several years passed
and many prototypes were necessary before
that his concept could become a reality.
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In Cremona, Italy, two young luthiers (Michele
Benincaso and Bob Van de Kerckhove) started
a long journey of research with the mission of
creating such an instrument. Bringing together
a variety of construction techniques and materials related to very diverse schools of lutherie. Among them were the classic techniques
of Cremonese violin making, the construction
of lutes and other renaissance instruments,
the building of both the classical guitar and
electric instruments, and also the making of
the Indian sitar. That path finally concluded in
2007, when the first incarnation of the instrument was built: the Trikanta Veena. And it was
in Stockholm, Sweden, in 2012, that luthier
Michele Benincaso developed this evolved
version, the Shyama Trikanta. We interviewed
him to find out more about this fantastic artifact. (L.L.)
We have never seen an instrument like
this. Tell me about it.
(M.B.): The trikanta is an instrument with
three necks, with 34 or 36 strings in total (the

shyama has 34). The name comes from the
Sanskrit and it means “three voices”, indicating the sounds produced by each of the three
necks. This particular instrument is called the
Shyama Trikanta; “Shyama” means “dark”, a
name inspired by the color of the millenary
wood used to build some specific parts of the
instrument.
The past and the present come together...
Yes, that was the idea. It honors the venerable Cremonese tradition –in the finishing,
wood types and the building process itself,
for example. But it also reflects the present
and looks into the future regarding the technologies used. The body is partially acoustic,
but it uses electronics, too. That’s were both
schools, the antique and the modern, converge to create the sound that represents the
musician’s search. And also the lutherie traditions of East and the West come together. The
jawari bridge, for example, present in the first
version of the trikanta (see related article in
page 34) was an inheritance from that Orien-

Musician Paolo Tofani
playing the Trikanta
Veena, predecessor of the
instrument shown in this
article (photo courtesy of
Irina Tofani).
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tal school of instrument making.
What species of wood did you use in the
building of this instrument?
The body is made of spruce from the Val di
Fiemme, a place among the mountains of
Northern Italy. This wood gives a unique character to the sound of the instrument.
The top, back and necks were made with
maple from the Balkans. These woods were,
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by far, the most frequently used by Stradivari
and other Cremonese luthiers back in the
1600s, and by many luthiers still to this day.
The fretboards, some parts of the necks and
other small parts were made from 8000 year
old oak—tested with Carbon-14.
Thirty-four strings are a lot. How are
they distributed, and how does such an
arrangement work, tonally speaking?
The lower neck has 7 strings, three of which
are fretless, with inspiration taken from the
traditional oud. The other four strings are
grouped in two courses of two strings each,
just like a mandolin. It is indeed a strange
combination, but Tofani mixes them in a way
that generates a new, original sound.
The upper neck has 20 strings; they are organized in a harp-like configuration. Under
these strings, in the body, there is a resonant
chamber. The central neck also has 7-strings,
but arranged in the typical way of an electric
guitar, with magnetic pickups and all. The
bridge is a Hipshot tremolo with Graph-Tech
acoustic MIDI sensors integrated in the sad-
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dles. The scale is 628,75mm (24 ¾ in.) and it
has a zero-fret.
So, it combines two types of pickups:
piezo and magnetic.
Well, it combines three, actually. It also has
a hexaphonic pickup to generate a MIDI signal. Each of the signals produced by all these
different types of pickups can be controlled
separately. The three necks are independent
of each other, in tonal terms. This offers the
possibility of merging them in
order to achieve a truly unique
sound.

middle neck?
They are Lundgren pickups, made in Sweden
by Johan Lundgren. The one at the end of the
fretboard is actually a Fernandes sustainer; it
uses a magnetic field, powered by a nine volt
battery, to keep the strings vibrating indefinitely, sustaining either the fretted notes, or
their upper fifth harmonics, or both sounds.
Also, this section of the instrument has a
switch that allows sending the signal directly
to the amp, without passing through any volume or tone potentiometers, if the player so
chooses.
In both the upper and lower necks there has
been an upgrade; two additional pickups
(“Original Flatpups”) were mounted. These
are handmade in Vienna by Elmar Zeilhofer.
These are superthin pickups (you don’t even
need to rout the body) with a great sound.
What about truss rods? Do all three necks
use one?
The lower and middle necks have a conventional double-action truss rod installed. They
also have 2 carbon fiber rods each, which run
parallel to the fretboard edges, not parallel to
the truss rods.

(Continues in page 36)

All three necks are connected at the headstocks. Is there
a functional reason for this?
Yes. It provides increased stability, and despite the tonal independence of the necks, the
joint of the headstocks makes
the instrument vibrate like one.
What type of magnetic pickups are the ones used in the
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Doing Jawari
T

he most radical maintenance work on a sitar
is undoubtedly, and most commonly named,
“(doing) jawari”. The correct meaning of the word
“jawari” (or “jiwari”) is “saddle which gives life to the
sound”. It comes from the Hindi combination of “jiv”
(= life) & “sawari” (= saddle). The actual bridge, as
we also casually refer to as “jawari” is in fact called
ghodi. This is a construction of wooden legs, glued to
a piece of hard material in a rectangular shape and on
a curved surface.
The legs are usually made of tun, teak or even sheeshum, but mahogany, ahorn, rosewood or almost
any other fine quality leftover wooden piece can be
used. The harder the wood, the clearer and louder
the sound produced. The upper part of a ghodi is also
made of a hard material. Professional quality sitars
are usually fitted with a piece of staghorn. The antlers of the barasingha, a type of deer native to India
& Nepal, is most sought after for this but they are
very rare and are now a protected species. Nowadays
many sitar makers experiment with synthetic materials. The sound that comes from a fine piece of fiber is
a bit different, but at least very useful and comparable to staghorn. They have a big advantage that they
resist wear much better than any other material such
as camel bone, ebony, rosewood, ivory, buffalo horn
and staghorn.

Jawari’s basic principles

BY KLAAS JANSSENS
This means that a vibrating string will have several
“touching points” which generate extra harmonics.
These create a very rich, complex resonating, almost
self entertaining, and evolving buzzing sound.
Two main extremes are to be distinguished:
1. Open jawari or “khula” (= open sound, for ex. Ravi
Shankar style). It is created by a long and wide narrowing between strings and bridge. This combination
is full of harmonics and sounds very bright, loud and
buzzy:

2. Closed jawari or “band” (= closed sound, for ex.
Balaram Pathak style. It is built with a rather short
and small narrowing between strings and bridge, or
even no narrowing at all. This sounds warmer and
less, or even not buzzy at all:

The curved shape of the bridge and in particular the
narrowing between bridge and string is the most
important factor; it creates the typical sound of a
sitar. Since the bridge is wide (2.5 – 3 cm) the contact with the string is spread over a longer distance.

These two main types are scarcely found in these
extreme forms; only tanpuras (long-necked plucked
lutes found in different forms in Indian music culture) have an extremely open bridge. Typical bridges adopt a shape in-between these two types, depending on personal preference and gharana style
34
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Jawaris made by sitar maker Dieter Zarnitz (http://www.sitarfactory.be/2014/dieter-zarnitz-jawaris/)

(gharanas are system of social organization linking
musicians or dancers by lineage or apprenticeship).

Workflow
Use a long and flat file. Choose the coarseness in
function of the amount of material to be removed.
Or, in case of regular maintenance jawari work, the
choice of your file may be determined by the amount
of wear of the bridge. Make sure your files are always
clean and intact. Fine cut files and sandpaper are
used for the finishing touch. A fine tip Hariji taught
me is to use the backside of a sandpaper’s sheet to
give the final polishing strokes.
For a good result it is important that you can keep
the jawari surface solid and stable against the file,
ideally clamped in a vice. Even better, use a traditional Indian floor bench vice.
The degree of widening can be easily detected. Put
your fingernail on the string and then gently slide your
fingernail perpendicular to the string over the bridge
while the string is vibrating. At the point where the
bridge becomes open suddenly intense vibrations
will be felt (see figure in the next column).
Doing jawari is a question of practice. No written
rules exists on how, where and when to start filing
or sanding. Just take your time to create a slow but
steady, exponentially inclined curve. At regular times,
create a finishing stroke with fine sandpaper and try
out on your instrument. Remove it again and work
further, step by step. It’s also a good idea not to ex-

periment with your one and only fine staghorn jawari
but look out for a piece of cheap camel bone, leftover ebony or fiber and make your own ghodi from
scratch. It might take some time, but succeeding in
creating a good sound with a self-made jawari is definitely worth the while.

More Information
http://www.sitarfactory.be/maintenance/jawari/
Dieter Zarnitz: dieter.zarnitz@arcor.de
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(Continues from page 33)

The harp neck doesn’t use a truss rod; only
the carbon fiber bars.
How much does this instrument weigh?
Not more than a Les Paul. Remember that
it is almost completely hollow; under the “f”
hole on the harp neck you have the chamber
I mentioned before. Most of the weight comes
from the hardware and the electronics.

Tell us a little about your background.
I was born in 76 in Lucera, Puglia, southern Italy. Listening to Jaco Pastorius playing
“Invitation” was enough for me to take off the
frets of my bass. Shortly after, I started fixing my friends’ guitars. By the time I was 20
I had decided to do this for real and moved
to Cremona, where I got my masters degree
in violinmaking at the International School
Luthier Michele Benincaso and musician Paolo Tofani
discussing the evolution of the Shyama trikanta, back
during its construction days (photo: Davide Benincaso).
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of Violin Making “Antonio Stradivari”, with
maestro Vincenzo Bissolotti. These 5 years
proved to be the most exciting of my life—well,
until my little boy came to into this world last
year, that is.
I also studied a number of disciplines related
to violinmaking: traditional Cremonese varnish, restoration, acoustics, hand and technical drawing, photography, physics, and
repairing of violins, violas and cellos with
maestro Matsushita Toshiyuki.
Music has always been a big part of my life.
Before my time in Cremona I studied double
bass (jazz and classical), and I spent the last
20 years playing all different kinds of music
with many bands and musicians. I´ve recorded a few albums released in Italy, acquiring a
lot of experience in studio recording.
How do you go from the most traditional
violin making school to something completely out of the norm like this astonishing instrument?

Ten years living in a small city with a couple
of hundred top level violin makers has been
enormously inspiring for me. A big part of
what happens in the violin world happens in
Cremona, and you can really feel it when you
live there. Violin making is a wonderful art,
but since my time at school I needed to experiment more. I was looking for something where
I could use more of my creativity, exploring
shapes and designs. That´s why I started to
design my own models of guitars, basses and
experimental instruments.

Additional information:
M. Benincaso’s website: www.benincaso.com
Klaas Jannsens’ website: www.sitarfactory.be
Paolo Tofani’s website: www.paolotofani.com
Dieter Zarnits, sitar maker: http://bit.ly/K5cUsP
Lundgren pickups: www.lundgren.se/en/
Flatpups pickups: www.original-flatpup.com
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TRADE SHOWS

Vibrant
and
Big at
Heart
The Copenhagen Guitar Show
gets ready this year for its
tenth edition, summoning
the best of Nordic lutherie

C

lose to 60 exhibitors were in
place when the Copenhagen Guitar Show opened its doors on the
first weekend of October 2013. The stands
ranged from private collectors showing their
gems on one or two tables, to massive recreations of entire shop spaces. Even actual
guitar building went on under the scrutiny of
the show’s guests.
The Copenhagen Guitar Show actually began nine years ago in Svendborg, a small
town on Funen, the island in the middle of
Denmark. The growing interest in vintage
gear and hand-built guitars, plus recognised
names performing in its concerts and clinics,
made the show soon grow out of its cradle.

A view of the hall of the
Copenhagen Guitar Show.
Small but vibrant, and
full of nice guitars (Photo
courtesy of Mathias Lerche).
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A favorite of the public: guitar making in live version (Photo: CGS)

The whole thing was moved to Copenhagen,
a city which—no offence to Svendborg is a bit
easier to find, especially for those of us visiting from other countries.

The decision turned out to be the right one.
By its second year in Copenhagen the show
had already established itself as the most important buying, selling and trading ground
for northern European connoisseurs and collectors. Exhibitors come from all over Scandinavia; England, Germany and the Netherlands are frequently on the exhibitor map as
well, creating an exhibition with aisles filled
with—among other more obscure, intriguing brands– several, all-original Les Pauls
and Esquires from the late fifties and sixties; Strats and Teles of virtually all vintages,
and every P90-equipped Gibson you could
think of. Acoustic guitars made by presentday builders were also highlights of the show,
instruments that continue to close in on prewar gems in terms of sound quality and playability.
Three thousand guests bought a wristband
in Copenhagen last October, allowing them
to get up close and personal with several established Danish and international luthiers
and dealers. The clinics had reputable names
at their helms, like –among others- the legendary master of the Telecaster, Greg Koch;
guitar hero of Guns n’Roses Ron Bumblefoot Thal (you can watch a video of his clinic
39
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There was even a young
lady who could furnish
you with a set of strong
nails for your picking
pleasure.

on http://bit.ly/1eWimHM), and Danish guitar
slingers Mika Vandbrog and Soren Andersen who are carving out a name for themselves with the aptly named project Electric
Guitars.

penhagen Guitar Show the best and the biggest ever – and well worth the short journey
to Denmark for the show dates, 4th and 5th
October 2014.

Preparations for the upcoming show are already well under way to make the tenth Co-

Additional Information:
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http://www.copenhagenguitarshow.com
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In Europe: visit www.lospennato.com | email: info@lospennato.com
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WORKSHOP

RELICING GUITARS:

PAST

BACK
TO THE

T

he oldest trick in the used cars
salesman’s book is to tell you
that the 1969 Chevrolet you are
interested in buying was owned
by a little old lady who only drove it to the
supermarket and to church on Sundays. We
know that he is lying through his teeth, of
44

BY LEO LOSPENNATO

course. But the illusion, however fleeting, of
owning an old treasure is tempting nonetheless.
For me it’s the same with guitars. Even if
I am convinced a musical instrument must
earn its own battle scars, I find the process
of aging (also called relicing –pronounced
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“relick -ing”) to be a fun and rewarding styling technique. As long as it is not exaggerated, of course. I want to feel that the guitar
is old, but that it belonged to the same old
lady that used to own the Chevy. Big name
Custom shops tend to think otherwise.

Fanboy-tailored relicing

Aged signature models are a clear indicator
of the popularity of this styling technique, as
demonstrated by the ever increasing number
of musicians (alive and otherwise) who have
lucrative deals with the major manufacturers. Slash, Jeff Beck, Robby Kreiger, Dickey
Betts, Jimmy Page, Stevie Ray Vaughn, Kurt
Cobain, to mention a few. Paradoxically, it is
the deliberate (although controlled) damage

Some relicing projects replicate particular instruments
of famous players, including the marks, scratches
and blows sustained during years of touring around
the world. Example in point,
Fender launched a limited
issue of Eddie Van Halen’s
“Frankenstrat” (photo on
the right), the famous guitar that Eddie put together
himself. This instrument is
as legendary as it is a mess.
The finish is made up of
several layers of god knows
what paint he happened to
have found lying around,
and if a brush was used
to apply the paint it surely wasn’t made of camel’s
hair. The neck pickup never
worked (Eddie only used the
bridge pickup); the headstock got badly burned by lit
cigarretes forgotten between
the overlength of strings.
The back has eight reflective pads stuck to it (like the
ones used on bycicles) and
the whole instrument is a
catalog of every imaginable
misfortune a guitar can possibly go through.

Photo: Smithsonian‘s National Museum of American History - Press realease Feb.6, 2011.
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implied in the relicing process that grants a
fun of the mill Strat a cult status.
And this is precisely the reason I believe
these guitars are (for a lack of a better word)
fetishistic, somehow. The customer pays tens
of thousands for a guitar in which the fake
marks imitate another person’s use of the
guitar. But not all relicing has to be so.

J.B. Vuillaume in his atelier, 1860. (Photo by Moulin Workshop - Public domain).
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Noble copies
Compare those mass produced, aged instruments with this one: French luthier JeanBaptiste Vuillaume (1798–1875) repaired
an out-of-use 1743 Guarneri del Gesú violin
that was offered to Paganini as a present by
a wealthy admirer, after the legendary player
from Genoa lost his Amati
due to his addiction to gambling. Paganini used that
violin for the rest of his life,
calling it “Il Cannone” (“the
cannon”), reportedly due to
the explosive sound he was
able to obtain from the instrument.
I had the fortunate opportunity of hearing that
instrument played in a
live performance. When
its notes filled the Sala del
Maggior Consiglio of the Ducale Palace in Genoa, Italy
(a truly huge hall crammed
with hundreds of people)
it was hard to believe that
such an enchanting and
powerful sound came from
this small wooden device,
a 300 year old instrument
that weighed less than a
pound.
Vuillaume, who happenned
to be one of the greatest luthiers of the 19th Century,
while he had that violin for
repairing, took the opportunity to make a copy. It is said
that the copy was so perfect
that not even Paganini was
able to distinguish between
the copy and the original.
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Nicoló Paganini posing with his loved “Cannone”. Or was it
Vuillaume’s copy? (Portrait by Ingres, 1819 - Public domain).

Only after intensive playing was
the great interpreter was able to
identify the subtlest differences
in tone. So, Vuillaume not only
reproduced the marks and the
100 odd years of age of the violin, but also the figure of the
wood, the varnish, the color, the
shapes of the body, neck and
headstock, down to the finest
details. And as if this was not
enough, he made it sound just
like the original to a degree in
which even the greatest violinist
of all time barely could tell them
apart.
Different styles of relicing
We, independent guitar makers, however, will frequently
use relicing only as a styling resource. Rarely will we try and
reproduce a particular instrument, like bigger companies
do. So, in an ascending order of
intervention, these are some of
the options we have (these are
not established terms, just the
ones I use):
1) “Time Machine”. We make a guitar that
looks like it was built in 1960 and instantly
brought to the present day. It looks (and is)
completely new. Example: Reissues without
any aging process on them. The reminiscence of past times is conveyed in its entirety
by the design (shape, colors, hardware, etc.).
2) “Backdating”. It’s like the guitar was
kept in the old lady’s closet for the last 50
years, only showing the passing of time in
the materials. Pickguards shrink, wood
oxidizes, white finishes turn yellow, black

finishes turn brownish, coats crack, gloss
fades, metal rusts, decals get opaque. It is all
subtle, though.
3) “Relicing/aging”. We simulate not only
the passing of time in the materials, but we
also simulate use. Visible for example on the
fretboard’s surface and edges, on the body
top (especially where the player’s arm rests),
on the scratches on the back made by a belt
buckle, and so on. ‘Friction’ is the keyword.
4) “Road worn”. The intention is not only to
make the guitar look decades old, but also
as if it had to endure 300 gigs. This is what
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it will not leak and it has a nice
moisturizing power.
Liver of sulfur. Brass parts can be
aged very easily with a compound
called “liver of sulfur” (formed by
sulfides and polysulfides of potassium). It acts on the copper present
in bronze, brass and other copper
alloys. It acts very quickly, creating first a nice, old looking patina,
and then blackening the metal if
it is left too long in the solution.
A few seconds is all it takes. The
process is stopped by rinsing the
part with water. On YouTube you
can find many videos showing how
it is used. The sulfur compounds
A new Bigsby tremolo that looks like it was made 50 years
present in the substance are toxic,
ago (Picture: Gord Miller, http://gmvintagerestorations.com).
so use gloves. Liver of sulfur has
no effect on aluminium, because
there isn’t any copper present.
custom shops specialize in. Removing finish, denting, and burning in cigarrete marks,
Muriatic acid. Many guitar parts, however,
sometimes down to the bare wood.
are made from stainless steel, which is more
Let’s review some techniques to achieve these
resistant to corrosion. One possibility is to use
effects. Disclosure: I have not tried them all.
hydrocloric acid (also called muriatic acid),
Use scrap wood or parts in order to decide if
which you can buy at Home Depot or hardthe effects they produce are what you were
ware stores. It is a highly corrosive chemical
looking for. Also, this is just a number of
used to clean rusted pipes, and both the acid
some available techniques I know of, not a
and its fumes can damage respiratory ordetailed tutorial. Finally, this is intended for
gans, eyes, skin, and intestines irreversibly,
new electric guitars and basses; please leave
so use eye protection, gloves, and a respiravintage guitars, cellos and pianos alone.
tor. Work in a well ventilated area. It is usually sold by the gallon, but in order to age a
Aging iron and brass
guitar you only need to use a small quantity.
You can find this product on ebay in 250cc
Use moisture. Rusting iron is easy: apply
bottles. Keep it out of reach of children and
water and let nature do its work. Just avoid
clearly tag the bottle as corrosive/poison. It
leaks into moving parts, like the gears of the
looks like water, but it can be lethal.
tuning pegs or the thread of screws (like the
Put the acid on a small, open plastic conones on the bridge saddles, for example).
tainer (a small Tupperware lid for example),
Trick: instead of water I use a very thin layer
and put it together with the metallic parts you
of Nivea skin cream applied with a pinsel:
48
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want to age inside another bigger container,
and close the lid. Note that the acid doesn’t
touch the parts. The fumes of the acid will
attack the surface of the guitar parts. You
can check the progress every 20 minutes or
so, until you get the look you are looking for.
IMPORTANT: Never, ever, ever, use muriatic
acid to age aluminium. They react violently,
creating an extreme exothermic process, that
is, an explosion. No kidding.

Aging Aluminium
Aluminium is a tough customer. Paradoxically, it oxidizes so quickly that the molecules at the very surface of the piece will act
as a protective shield for the material below,
but this layer is microscopic and that’s why
there’s no visible rust on objects made of aluminium.
I know of two methods to age this metal:
Use vinegar. Pure vinegar (the concentrated

form used for cleaning, not the one used for
dressing salads) will nicely age an aluminum
surface. You can throw liberal amounts of
salt on the liquid, too. Put the piece outside—
it has a very strong smell. Check the progress
every few hours. A couple of days might be
necessary to achieve the desired effect.
Use an aluminum oxidizer, like Birchwood
Casey’s Aluminum Black. Applied pure it will
completely blacken the metal in seconds, but
trying different degrees of dilution can help
create a nice look. If the aluminum part has
dents or scratches, the product will act more
profoundly within them, creating a more
realistic effect. The reaction is stopped by
placing the piece under running water. This
product is toxic and smelly—read the maker’s instructions. Let me repeat this: do not
use muriatic acid on aluminium, ever.
Shake it, baby. Another idea is to place all
parts together (screws, bridge, knobs, tun-
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Two Gibson guitars, one truly old, and the other professionally aged. Can you tell them apart?
(Photo: Gord Miller vintage restorations, http://gmvintagerestorations.com)

ing pegs, everything) in a closed Tupperware
container (no acid or other products inside)
and shake it like a Polaroid picture. Each
minute you shake will add a decade to the
parts.

How to age finishes
Dull the shine of the finish with a piece of
very fine steelwool.
Rub it. The parts of the guitar body that are
in contact with the player’s clothes, like the
arm bevel, need to get overpolished until the
undercoat (and even a hint of the wood, if you
want) is visible. Sand paper and steel wool
are good allies in order to age wood. A 220
grit sand paper, and progessively finer ones,
can simulate a few decades of a forearm fric50

tion on the lower bout of a guitar. A 0000
grade steel wool will leave the surface ready
for a light polishing with a piece of cloth. The
result should be realistic, considering that
the worn on the arm-bevel of a real vintage
guitar is actually a decades-long process of
“polishing” it using the guitar players’ skin
and clothes.
Use a short piece of rope. To obtain a more
aggresive effect, you can rub all edges of the
body with a piece of thick rope, to create the
natural worn look that all sharp borders naturally get.
Use a nitrocellulose finish. If you are building a guitar that you plan to age later on,
using a nitro finish can help create a worn
look. Nitrocellulose lacquers have a high degree of solvent evaporation, so the layers it
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forms are very thin, sometimes even letting
show the texture of the wood below. Nitro will
also naturally crack more easily than other
more elastic finishes (like oils or enamels). In
fact, there are some nitro coatings formulated to yellow and crack faster –not that finding them is easy, though. Nitro also produces
some nasty fumes and it is highly flammable,
so you need to consider the cost/benefits of
using it. But the most professional way to
produce an aged guitar with the right look is
introducing the right products from the beginning.
Use crackling glue. This is also a method
more adapted for an instrument that has yet
to be finished. This is how it’s done (unless
the instructions of the particular product
you are using indicate otherwise):

1) Coat the instrument with a primer, one
that ideally contrasts with the final color the
instrument will have. Good colors for primers
are beige, light grey, light cream, and white.
Let cure.
2) Apply the crackling glue. You find them
online (eBay, Gerstaecker.de, or similar) or in
your local craft supply store.
3) Apply the final coat immediately, before
the glue dries. Do it carefully, without removing the glue coat. It might be necessary to
divide the work in several areas, because the
glue dries quickly.
4) The curing glue will contract, creating the
cracklings on the top color layer. Using a heat
gun will accelerate the process. Coatings of
transparent lacquers can be applied as soon
as the color coating is dry and has reached

Masterful relicing of a finish, with cracks and everything, in this Gibson L5.
(Photo: Gord Miller vintage restorations, http://gmvintagerestorations.com)
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the desired effect.
Note, however, that crackling will take you
instrument’s look back about 30 years –that
is, back to the 80’s, where this kind of finishing decorated guitars played by glam rock
guitar heroes. This is not the effect that older
instruments have, though.
Aging fretboards. Old fretboards get some
wood fibers removed close to the frets, where
the fingers press the strings. That doesn’t
happen uniformly accross the fretboard, but
only in the frequently fretted positions –the
wear is more pronounced close to the nut
and practically non-existent in the high positions of the lower strings.
In the case of fretboards made of maple it
is necessary to stress those points somehow
until the lacquer is worn off. After that, rubbing the fretboard at the worn points with a
cloth slightly stained with a touch of black
grease will add realism. Remove all excesses of grease at the end, leaving just a subtle
stain. In dark fretboards (rosewood, ebony)
you might want not to darken, but to decolorize those worn points. A drop of bleach can

help decolorize the more superficial fibers at
those points. Use gloves.
Aging plastic. It is said that clear colored
pickguards get a nice, brownish color if submerged in coffee for a couple of days. Make
sure the coffee is cold; you don’t want to deformate the plastic.
Dark pickguards are aged better by rubbing
them with a piece of fine steel wool. Direct
sunlight can also subtly decolorize them.
Simulate pick scratches by some mechanical
means, like using a coin to create marks in
the zone below the strings where real marks
would be.

No-no!
Don’t use heat to age plastic. Heat guns,
flames, etc. will at best deform the material
very quickly, and at worst will set the pickguard on fire (and maybe your workshop,
too). Especially, never use fire in any form
(candles, lighters, torches, etc.) The flame of
a candle may be a cool method to convert a
sheet of paper into parchment, but this re-

Tuning pegs with nice,
subtle aging; cracked
nitro on the back of the
headstock... not much
more is necessary to
create a good effect
(all pictures in this page:
http://gmrestorations.com)
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source doesn’t work well on guitars. It is
dangerous and not realistic.
Do not apply corrosives or chemicals,
especially if you don’t positively how they
might react with the material you are
trying to age. Again, this is dangerous,
messy, and the effect will not be realistic,
anyway. Also, do not get tempted to use
sulfuric acid or similar agents: you want
to relic your guitar, not dissolve it into a
bubbly, smoking puddle of toxic waste —
or one of your hands.
A nice yellowing in this white strat pickguard.
Aging a dark pickguard:
black areas decolorate, white
borders get a cream color.

Avoid using hammers and screwdrivers, the tools of choice for those simulating a “road worn’ look. A guitar can
suffer a variety of accidents on stage: it
can fall, it can get stained by greasy fingers, it can get scratched by resting on
hard, sharp edges...It can even hit metallic columns and get a nasty dent or
two. But they don’t get hammered. Even
if a band plays really badly it will be tomatoes flying towards them, not screwdrivers or chisels. Curiously, that is the
way that big brand’s custom shops think
reality works. Such methods don’t work
because 1) they crack, chip and remove

Comparison between a new and an aged switch plate. Note the decoloration, the partially erased letters, and the
scratches and dents (all pictures in this page courtesy of Gord Miller Vintage Restorations).
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the finish instead of wearing it off, and 2) because they damage the wood fibers below not
by friction but by violent compression.
Freezing the guitar, or subjecting it to sudden temperature changes in order to check
the finish may not work very well. This will
most probably not affect the finish, but only
the wood, which may crack or twist. The
same goes for a “treatment” with fire extinguishers or other cold gases.
Grime and dirt will make the guitar look
old, but not in a nice way. Valuable, vintage instruments are periodically subject to
a cleaning process, taking away as much
grime and dirt as possible. We want them to
look old, not filthy.

Maybe-maybe
Gravity. If you really want to re-create the
damage produced by decades of on-stage
frenzy, simply let the instrument fall to the
floor. But beware: first detach the neck from
the body. This method is clearly not adapted
to set-neck guitars, like Les Pauls, in which
the neck cannot be taken off easily. Also, take
the knobs and potentiometers off: if the body
happens to hit the floor knobs first, they will
break. And worse, the hit can easily break
the pickguard or crack the guitar’s top, routed pretty thin at that point.
Do not throw the body from a 3rd floor: let it
fall from, say, 20-30 cm (1 ft) or so. Repeat
until you get a nice effect. Rough kitchen
floors work just fine for me.

Why don‘t real vintage guitars have scars like these? Because they hardly happen to bump into
switched-on chainsaws, like this Custom Shop Fender Stratocaster seems to have. (Photo: LL, 2013).
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Our recommended method for achieving realistic belt buckle
scratches: scratch the guitar with a belt buckle!

The house keys dropped from above can create some nice, small dents, too. Try dropping
them from increasing heights –no need to
use the balcony; a couple of feet (60 cm or so)
should be enough.
Moderate temperature changes. A real
guitar is supposed to suffer variations in
temperature along its lifespan. You forget it
in the trunk of your car on a winter night
and then you bring it inside the house where
the heating is on; or you leave it in a place
under natural sunlight, where the UV rays
will alter the color, texture, or integrity of the
finish. The keyword is moderation, and only
on the guitar’s body, not the neck.

Yes-yes
The key is to simulate an extreme worn by
realistically reproducing the happenings of
56

real events in the life of a guitar. These are
some additional ideas.
Belt scratches on the back. This is easy:
put on a belt with a nice, sharp buckle, and
play for a few hours. Or just do it by hand.
Age the case, too. The best companion for
a nicely aged guitar is a nicely aged case and
strap.
Use design. Relicing is also a matter of design and style, not only process. You can apply the best aging techniques in the world to
an Ibanez Jem Steve Vai Signature, and it
still won’t look as it was made in 1960. Its
modern look, colors, decoration and hardware give away its real place in time. On the
contrary, aging a Telecaster made last year is
easy –it is basically the same design as the
one from 6 decades ago. But I believe that
luthiers who build their own designs must
first evaluate if the style of their instruments
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Some pickups have
been designed to look
old, and to sound old,
too. The tone is also an
important component
of a guitar styled with
a vintage flavour
(Photo courtesy Stewart
MacDonald)

(not only the shape, but every element of it) is
suitable to be improved by an artificial aging
process.

Shortcuts
Buy parts already aged. They are normally
more expensive than their new-looking counterparts. Pickups are a typical example, like
the Antiquity line of Seymour Duncan or
Stewmac’s Golden Age line (picture above),
which have the sound and the look of a vintage pickup.
Finest quality aged
parts are costly. Sure,
you can find cheap alternatives on eBay for
$70 (55eur) or less –
complete sets for Stratocaster that are supposedly aged (photo on the
right), but in which all
pieces are all the same
ugly, greyish color, as
they were made of pewter. Avoid. Do it yourself
or go for good ones (see
links at the end of the
article).

Use an antiquing patina. Borma Wachs
produces a product called Antique Patina,
ready to apply with a spray. It could prove a
nice effect if used in some hard-to-reach areas, like the access to the trussrod, the sides
of the headstock, the contact zone between
body and neck heel, etc. The key of making
realistic effects with this kind of product is
to use a small quantity, and then wipe it off
all edges, because the natural patina of real
antique objects hardly forms on any borders,
which are naturally more subject to friction
than flat and concave surfaces.

Last but not least
For those of us who sell guitars, an ethical

Some low quality aged parts.
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consideration is in order: if an instrument
has been reliced, always disclose it to your
customer, do not make an aged guitar pass
for a vintage one.
Ageing a guitar or two is fun, but it is also
an artificial process. In my experience (and
taste), a relicing style that is almost subliminal—like the “backdating” concept explained
at the beginning of this article- works better than an aggressive approach, like the
extreme road-worn aging. Small touches go
a long way, so probably the best way to do
it is taking things gradually, until reaching
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the desired effect. Think about it in terms of
hints of oxidation, skillful cracking, gentle
and repeated friction –not in terms of dirt,
scratches and blows.
Use patience and subtlety.
After all, that’s the way time does it.

Additional information:
High quality, aged parts for sale:

gmvintagerestorations.com
Borma Wachs: www.bormawachs.com
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RETRO / VINTAGE

An
Organ
with
6 Strings

A control panel that looks more
adapted for the Space Shuttle
than for a guitar: the Godwin
Guitar Organ of 1976.

T

he grandfathers of today synthesized guitars, the ‘guitorgans’ were
guitars with the circuitry necessary
to include electronic sounds, too. This particular instrument, a 1976 Godwin Guitar Organ, produced by Sisme, an Italian company
founded in 1967; it is still working today; not
producing but distributing audio equipment
and musical instruments.
In order to generate sound the Godwin Guitar Organ implemented a strategy also followed by similar instruments of the period:
each fret was divided in 6 segments, and a
note was created each time a string touched
that particular segment, closing the circuit.
Transistor logic was used to generate only
the sound corresponding to the highest fret
making contact; this prevented more than
one sound coming from each single string.
Its 13 knobs and 19 switches were used to
control effects like vibrato, sustain, and even
percussion. There is a ‘balance’ knob, a knob
to control the speed of the accompaniment
and curiously, in addition to a master volume control, there are six individual volumes
knobs—one for each string. The six-note polyphony allowed playing chords with organ
sounds. But it also had magnetic pickups, so
60

it could be used as a normal electric guitar,
as well.
There are no sound samples we could find,
but the organ-mode of this instrument is reported to sound pretty close to a Hammond
B3 organ, especially if connected to a rotary speaker. Granted, that’s not a very portable combination for you to carry around.
However, such type of sound was indeed an
improvement compared with other guitar organs of the period, which sounded closer to
those huge, brown organs you could see in
the living room of upper-middle class homes
back in the 70s.
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The pickguard has an interesting design. It
holds all the controls, and a part of it kept
the player’s strumming hand away from the
controls placed directly below the strings,
Rickenbacker style.
The tuning pegs were Schaller, and the
chrome of the pickup and the bridge covers are of good quality, too—dark and thick,
as opposed to the cheaper, yellow and thin
chrome jobs you find on cheaper guitars.
It included a set of accessories: an expression pedal (connected to the guitar via
a 5-pin cable), a normal cable with 6.3mm
(¼ in) plugs, manual and schematics, and
a case. An instrument clearly aimed at the
upper end of the guitorgan market of those
days.

An interesting shape, with decorative bars under the
strings and even a faux sound hole; all bounded in
white. Both the body and the headstock is reminiscent of
Rickenbaker (Photos courtesy of Alberto Guizzetti, of
http://www.HendrixGuitars.com
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BOOK REVIEW

Benedetto’s “Making an
Archtop Guitar”

The author is a legend in the lutherie world,
a well deserved status. The list of his customers is as impressive as his guitars,
shown in excellent quality in this book. Indeed, the pictures taken by Jonathan Levin
have a starring role, showing in full color
some extremely beautiful instruments. The
diagrams and drawings are well made, clear
and abundant. And the publisher went the
extra mile by including real, folded plans,
too—some of them in full-size, e.g. the ones
reproducing the blueprints of the arching
templates.
The quality of the edition also deserves a
mention. It was first published in 1994, so
don’t expect to find here the last trends in
book design; however, the book is printed on
a shiny, very heavy paper, which is nothing
but beneficial for the final rendition of the
pictures. And taking into account the contents, both graphic and written, it is more
than reasonably priced.

BY NEAL
SOLOPONTE

S

tep-by-step books are written with the
beginner in mind. They explain the use
of tools, precise description of techniques,
they give expert advise... all things that experts went through already, but that newby’s
need to learn.
Robert Benedetto’s “Making an Archtop
Guitar” is an exception to that rule. This is
indeed a step-by-step book, but it doesn’t
spend much time explaining basic techniques: it goes directly to the point. Granted,
I would not use each and every method presented in the book, but I found myself adopting a couple of them, tough—like the way he
builds a laminated neck, for example.
62

Are there things that could have been
better? Sure. The book doesn’t include any
safety considerations; you can even see Bob
working (and finishing a guitar, too) without
using an apron, gloves, or eye protection, but
a long-sleeved shirt and his wedding ring,
instead. Tsk, tsk. A legend should know better. But again: Benedetto’s intention seems
to be not to explain everything, but let you
have a look at the way one of the best archtop
guitar makers works, instead.
All in all: If you want to build your first
guitar, you better start elsewhere. But if you
have already built a few electrics, classical
or acoustic guitars and want to take a step
into archtop guitar making, Bob Benedetto’s
book (even if he doesn´t reveal all of his secrets) is the safest bet.
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THE INTERN’S COLUMN

Relicing a Marshall Amp

A

few weeks ago the boss got a phone call and
left his laptop open. I accidentally happened
to read what he was working on: an article
about relicing guitars, in which he suggests that a
nice companion to a nice, old looking guitar is a nice,
aged case.

At the end I tested what effect on the tone did the
aging process have. Alas, it seems that the water on
the main board hadn’t completely dried, so as soon
as I plugged the thing it caused a short circuit or
something. My throat is still hurting from the thick,
blue smoke that filled the room.

Then I thought, “what if I go the whole nine yards,
and also age an amplifier?”

Yeah, I think I will call in sick tomorrow.

So today, a Sunday, I sneaked into the office (I made
a copy of the keys for myself one day when the boss
left his unattended) and I went directly to the workshop. I decided to give him a surprise, and age his
favorite amplifier for him.
It is just an old amp, you know. A 1973 Marshall
JCM-800, 100 watts. It isn’t even a combo; it has
a head piece and a huge cabinet below. There are
tubes inside, would you believe it? This old potato
comes from a time when they didn’t even have transistors. It was perfect for practicing my relicing skills
–not that I was about to ruin a brand new amp, or
anything.
I started by creating a subtle layer of rust: I emptied
a bucket of water on it, and went for breakfast. A
couple of hours later the thing was mostly dry —at
least on the outside. The cones of the four 12” speakers got stained, though, so I decided to remove the
water marks by sanding them with a grit 40 sand paper. It didn’t work that well, I must say. But gaining
experience always demands some trial and error.
Then I aged the big, gold plastic Marshall logo
screwed to the front of the amp’s head. This time I
played it safe, and went for a historically tried-andtested procedure—the one Jimi Hendrix used on that
Strat at the Monterrey Pop Festival in 67.
These were the steps: 1) I carefully applied a very
small quantity of naphtha to the logo, and 2) I set it
aflame, to achieve a vintage, brownish shade. Long
story short: the material of the logo was so cheap
that it melted right away. The leather on one corner
of the cabinet gained a nice, toasted colour, though.
The fabric on the amp’s face, instead... mmh, not so.
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A procedure not considered as legitimate relicking by any lutherie
standards (YouTube video: http://bit.ly/1gosOcu).
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ODDITIES

The Ouija
Board Guitar

A

ll musical instruments
produce sound—but how
many of them can communicate with the dead? This ouija
board guitar might well be the
ticket for just that. It also would
make an attractive centerpiece for
the most demanding seánce.
Built by luthier Nick Holcomb,
the idea for this fantastic object
came to him from a love of Southern Gothic and Victorian themes.
Nick also likes both the intuitive
feeling of a slide guitar and the
playful nature of the Ouija game,
so it was only natural he would
combine these elements into one
amazing object.
The viewfinder of the Ouija doubles as the glass slide that bars
the strings, but the increments
between musical notes are absent, replaced by evenly spaced letters in two rows of 13 just like a
Ouija Board. This arrangement forces the musician to play intuitively. “There are so many interesting, unsettling sounds you can
make with those instruments when you lack the proper training”,
he says.
This is of course a fully functioning guitar, outfitted with a Seymour Duncan pickup, and it was completed while Nick was pursuing a degree in Sculpture at the Rhode Island School of Design.
The table top is Sapele with an Amboina Burl veneer and the legs
are turned Northern Ash. It has been painted with Sumi Ink to
give it a faded antique look. The maker is extremely fond of this
piece and it remains in his personal collection, not for sale.
Based in Providence, Rhode Island, Nick’s work explores guitars
both as symbolic objects as well as tools of musical expression.
Using electric instruments as the vehicle for formal and conceptual exploration has been the driving force behind his work. See
more of it at www.HolcombGuitars.com.
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Advertise on SUSTAIN magazine!
Hundreds of luthiers are
waiting to read about your
products and services
on SUSTAIN, the leading
European magazine on
lutherie.

1/4 Page

10 cm x 7,6 cm
(4 x 3 in.)
$90 / €75

1/8 Page
5 cm x 7,6 cm
(2 x 3 in.)
$49 / €39

1/2 Page

10 cm high x 16,5 cm wide
(4 x 6,5 in.)
$175 / €140

Contact us today: hello@FellowLuthiers.com
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